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Invitation

Dear Attendees,

DSDA 2018

We are glad to announce the Data Science And Big Data Analytics Congress to be held
in Toronto, Canada from May 24-25, 2018 organized by STAR Conferences LLC, USA in
collaboration with generous support and cooperation from enthusiastic academicians
and editorial Board Members.
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DSDA-2018 is an event designed for technical, and academic communities to facilitate
the application of research findings related to Big Data Analytics & Addressing
Challenges on Data Science. The conference invite participants from all leading
universities, business, government and public sector, technical, and academic
communities to discuss the trends, tools and opportunities big data analytics delivers
in your respective fields. Industry experts from all over the world will openly share
their best practices and insights that will deck you out to become future leaders in a
data driven environment. The main theme of the conference is
“Emerging World on Big Data Analytics & Addressing Challenges on Data Science ROI”.

As the premier event, we have developed a program with your interests in mind. We
have not only increased the number of opportunities for you to network with
colleagues from across the world but also introduced more focused sessions that will
feature cutting edge presentations, special panel discussions, and livelier interaction
with industry leaders and experts.
Life is full of give and take. Make it count in your professional life. Attend the
Technical Conference to network with your peers, exchange expertise and experiences,
and arm yourself with the latest information o take your department to the next level.
We look forward to personally welcoming you to Toronto, Canada.

About Conference

DSDA 2018
Let me begin by quoting the legendary Francis Bacon:
“Reading maketh a full man; conference a ready man”
STAR CONFERENCES strives to spread knowledge and create amazing platforms for
like-minded professionals to explore themselves while interacting with their
colleagues in real-time and today is a very special day in the diminutive yet significant
existence of Conference
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STAR Conferences (Scientists Talk About Research) is extremely passionate in 3C’s,
Creating, Connections and Conversions among research scientists and researchers as
leading experts to integrate B2B businesses among individuals, and companies to
connect, communicate, cultivate, and convert research ideas elegantly and efficiently
for human mankind.
Create, build and execute cutting edge research talks to maintain "top-of-mind"
awareness.
Connections among individuals, entrepreneurs, and business owners to create and
build a strong steady stream of leads, prospects and sales.
Conversions build out and grow highly-targeted campaigns that keep their brand and
awareness with potential clients.

DSDA 2018

About Conference

How STAR Conferences differs from others?
Internationally renowned speakers and scientists representation
Career guidance for early career researchers and students
Interesting scientific deliberations and discussions
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Perfect platform for Global Networking
Over 1000+ Unique Visitors per conference

DSDA 2018 salient features
Meet Academia and Industry visionaries to get inspired
Expand your knowledge and find solutions to problems
Knowledge, Benchmarking and Networking offered at one place
Highly Organized and Structured Scientific programs
Meet with new vendors and suppliers

About Conference

DSDA 2018

Purpose
DSDA-2018 is meant to be a learning experience for all data science & bigdata
analytical professionals looking to improve and adapt to modern marketing strategies.

Goals
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The conference program emphasizes evidence-based practice, educational
innovation, practical application, and peer to peer networking and
collaboration. The goals of the conference is to provide a transformative
professional development experience through
Bringing together the world’s data science & bigdata analytical
professional experts to catalyze and advance scientific knowledge about
Data Science And Big Data Analytics present the most recent research
findings, and promote and enhance scientific collaborations around the
world

Objectives
After participating in this meeting, attendees should be able to
Discuss Emerging World on Big Data Analytics
Discuss about Addressing Challenges on Data Science ROI”.
Apply recent research findings related to Data Science And Big Data Analytics
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DSDA 2018

Major sessions
Deep Learning

Python for Data Science

Predictive Analytics

Data Wrangling

Machine Learning

Text Analytics

Natural Language Processing

Bayesian Methods

Probabilistic Programming

Chatbot

Artificial Intelligence
Data Wrangling
Stream Analytics
Large scale analytics
Data Mining
Data Analytics
Predictive Analytics
Data Science with Spark
Interactive Data Visualization
R for Data Science
Unsupervised Learning

Neural networks
NLP
Security
The Future of Data Science
Solving Business Problems
with Data Science
Speech Recognition
Image processing

About Toronto
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Toronto, Canada
Toronto, the capital of the province of Ontario, is a major Canadian city along Lake
Ontario’s northwestern shore. It's a dynamic metropolis with a core of soaring
skyscrapers, all dwarfed by the iconic, free-standing CN Tower. Toronto also has many
green spaces, from the orderly oval of Queen’s Park to 400-acre High Park and its
trails, sports facilities and zoo.
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Toronto is Canada's largest city, the fourth largest in North America, and home to a
diverse population of about 2.8 million people. It's a global centre for business, finance,
arts and culture and is consistently ranked one of the world's most livable cities.

Contact Us

Venue & Accommodation
Holiday Inn Express Toronto East 50 Estate Drive
Scarborough Ontario,M1H 2Z1
Phone:416-439-9666
Fax:416 439 4295
Email: gloriana@sunraygroup.ca

Contact us
STAR Conferences
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2372 Morse Ave
Suite #151
Irvine, CA 92614
+001 949 954 4091
customerservice@starconferences.org
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About Registration

Speaker

DSDA 2018

Only Registration: USD699
Registration+2nights’Accommodation:USD999
Registration+3nights’Accommodation:USD1199

Student
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Student Delegate: USD399
Electronic Poster Presentation $200
Audio Visual Presentation $299

Exhibitor
OnlyRegistration:USD 2000

To register online, please visit:
https://register.starconferences.org/checkout/dsbda2018/speakerRegistration

If you have any queries, please get back to us at :
customerservice@starconferences.org
dsbda2018@starconferences.org

